Handout #2

Structure of the Book of Obadiah

Whole prophecy is enveloped by an ______________

v. 1— ______ also ______
v. 21— ______________________

Features of the aperture and closure of the prophecy of Obadiah (pre-publication paper by the author/speaker scheduled for the December 2016 issue of Kerux: The Journal of Northwest Theological Seminary).

Other Structural Patterns:

v. 1— v. 10— v. 17—
v. 9— v. 17— v. 21—
focus: focus: focus:

Small recursive symmetry section/unit:

v. 1—
v. 2—
v. 3—
v. 4—
v. 5—
v. 6—
What do we call this type of pattern?

? v. 21—

The Visualization of Obadiah’s Vision

Tapestry/Tableau/Arras